Timothy Garton Ash
Author and Acclaimed Contemporary Historian
Timothy features in Time magazine's list of the world's 100 most
inﬂuen al people

Having charted the spectacular transforma on of Europe over the last quarter century, his work focuses on the emerging
geopoli cal triangle between Europe, the United States and Asia, and on how we can avoid a "Clash of Civiliza ons" with Islam.

TOPICS:

IN DETAIL:

The Future of the Triangle (G3) - EU,
USA and China
Freedom of Speech in the Age of the
Internet- Lessons learned from
Wikileaks
Is Multiculturalism Dead?
History of the Present

LANGUAGES:
Timothy presents in English, German and
Polish

PUBLICATIONS:
2016 Free Speech: Ten Principles
for a Connected World
2009 Facts are Subversive: Political
Writing from a Decade
without a Name
2004 Free World- America, Europe
and the Surprising Future of
the West
1999 History of the Present: Essays,
Sketches, and Dispatches from
Europe in the 1990s

Prof. Garton Ash's honours include the David Wa Memorial Prize, Commentator
of the Year in the 'What the Papers Say' annual awards for 1989, the Premio
Napoli, the Imre Nagy Memorial Plaque, the Hoﬀmann von Fallersleben Prize for
poli cal wri ng, the Order of Merit from Germany, Poland and the Czech
Republic, and the Bri sh CMG. In 2005, he featured in a list of 100 top global
public intellectuals chosen by the journals Prospect and Foreign Policy, and in
Time magazine's list of the world's 100 most inﬂuen al people. In 2006, he was
awarded the George Orwell Prize for poli cal wri ng. He is also Isaiah Berlin
Professorial Fellow at St Antony's College, Oxford and a Senior Fellow at the
Hoover Ins tu on, Stanford University.

WHAT HE OFFERS YOU:
One of Britain's most inﬂuen al and admired commentators, Timothy oﬀers
audiences his expert views on exactly why the United States can never rule the
world on its own, why the new, enlarged Europe can only realise its aspira ons in
a larger, transatlan c community and why the conﬂicts in the Middle East and the
rise of Asia can only be addressed by a wider community of democracies.
Sweeping historical insight related in his own conversa onal style, help his
incisive commentary on world aﬀairs stand apart from its compe tors.

HOW HE PRESENTS:
A compelling and enlightening speaker, few historians match Timothy Garton Ash
for his combina on of clarity and reportorial brilliance. His superla ve
presenta ons defy conven onal wisdom and challenge contemporary thinking.

1998 The File: A Personal History
1993 In Europe's Name: Germany
and the Divided Continent
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